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Wheel of doom

The Doom minigamerare_w Wheel doom minigame_w Active as a design team, brothers Shynn and Mitsu wanted to present their artistic style through music, forming the band WHEEL OF DOOM in 1998. Their superficial component is an ethnic presentation, musical style - oriental chaotic heavy rock. Starting their journey to Tokyo,they
made a name for themselves with their incredible stage performances. Coordinating with mitsu guitarist personal non-tribal fashion brand PEACEMAKER, they caused a stir in a high-profile rock scene across the country. They have released three titles so far. Without choosing an era, they ask questions and address now. Going from five
members to four, they aim to create a new loud stream and scene... , {playerWidth:1600,useCustom:true,autoPlay:false,autoLoop:,autoNext:false,quality:default,qualityName:⾃動} Don't know how the Wheel of Doom works at AQWorlds? Have questions about how often bonus prizes fall? Then read on because we have information you
need to know! How to get to the Wheel of Doom? Click on the Doom Wheel button on your game menu or Type/join doom in your chat bar to go to the doom wheel As spin wheel of doom: Buy a Fortune ticket from the Swaggy store.* Click on the wheel to spin it and get prizes.** Earn free spins simply by logging in! Everyone can earn a
free spin every week by collecting Gears of Doom just to log in. Members also get a free spin every day they log in. * Fortune Tickets cannot be sold back.** You must be level 10 to spin the wheels. What will I get when I turn around? Every time you rotate, you get: a 10,000 gold treasure potion 1 hour EXP Boost Chance for a bonus prize
You can use potion treasures and XP Boosts in battle or in the Doom Merge Shop wheel. Treasure Potion: Use it to get more gear or an evil element of digital awesomeness from the fusion store. XP Boost: Use it to get more XP from battles and quests or trade it to get a different boost from the fusion store. Wheel of Doom: Bonus prizes
drop every time you rotate the wheel of doom, in addition to gold, exp boost, and the treasure potion you get, you'll have a chance to get a bonus prize. These equipped elements include Doom versions of some of the earliest unassigned elements of the game's rarity and many elements created exclusively for the wheel. We'll continue to
add new sets to wheel of doom's rewards table and merge the store in the coming months. To see a list of what bonus drops are currently available, contact carnival sellers to see the prize preview shop. Bonus points include: Epic Item Donated by Awesomeness Doom Marine Commander Doom Red Star Sword Doom Centurion
MechaJouster class and many others! *The items used are examples that are not guaranteed to stay forever. Read more below! Do not This important information: Exclusive items will be available from the Wheel of Destiny for a limited time only on holidays and special occasions. They will have a higher than usual drop rate. You will be
able to get each equipped item only once, without repeats! You will be able to get the epic element donated by Awesomeness only once, not repeated! The legendary items will be available at the Wheel of Destiny for months and will then be returned to and from to make room for other items. More items will be added regularly to the
Doom wheel, so watch out for a new gear. Prize bonus items cannot be traded or exchanged; Getting the prize you want takes real life luck! Don't forget this important information: Exclusive items will be available at the Doom Fusion Store for a limited time only on holiday and special occasions. You will be able to get each equipped item
only once, without repeats! You will be able to get an epic element of digital awesomeness only once, not repeated! Prize bonus items cannot be traded or exchanged; Getting the prize you want takes real life luck! Bonus rates drop prizes You can tell what the estimated rate of the item's fall is by checking the new Wheel of Death page of
falling progress on the Account Management page. Read more about falling rates at AQWorlds here. Not getting bonus prizes falling off the wheels? If you only see treasure potions and EXP Boost awards when you rotate, it means you've got a lot of high-drop betting bonus prizes already or you have a bad run of luck in real life! Epic
point digital awesomeness If you're very lucky, you can just get an epic element of digital awesomeness out of the doom wheel! If you see that in your inventory, follow the instructions in the item description or click on Swaggy to get to the page where you can activate your marker and select the rare item you would like to get! Evil Point
Digital Awesomeness This item does the same thing as the epic element of donated Awesomeness does, except instead of relying on luck, you can save your potion treasures and them at Doom Merge Shop. You may only have 1 of them at a time, but once everyone is activated, it will be removed from your account and you can get
another one. This means there are no more limits on how much you can get. What about the final and platinum position of the donated Awesomeness? As a huge thank you to our Fans wheels of Destiny, with the transition to the final incarnation of The Wheel of Destiny, we recycle these tokens. They have been replaced with a digital
awesomeness bonus point and can be repaid once again. This time they will be consumed when they are redeemed! Wheel Doom Merge Shop Every time, You rotate the wheel of doom, you will get at least 1 treasure potion.* They can be used in the wheel of the Doom Merge Shop. Save the potion treasure and hold them in the fusion
store to additional remuneration items. Some information about the treasure potion Can now earn up to 6 treasure potions on your back! Here's how: the spin that rewards you with a bonus point = 1 potion treasure. Spin that does not award a bonus point = 2 potion treasures. A spin that tried to reward you with the item you already have
by buying it in a fusion store = 3 potion treasures. Spin after you have all possible elements = 6 potions of treasure. * Thanks to this being a new and improved Wheel of Doom, we can also see how much potion you get from the new revs.  However, this does not apply to any remaining version of Wheel 2013/2014. I'm sorry, but we can't
replace any potions of treasure from the back of the old Wheel. How to become a digital hero donation our donated position stores are full! We don't accept donations at this time. If we need to reopen the donation of items, we'll announce it in Design Notes.  Rare items will not be released again We do not plan for any of the Quibble items
to go rarely... Never... but many of you love your rare items, so we will return unknown/unassigned Quibble items to the wheel of destiny and destiny, but only these items ... Never! Rare items are perma rare and will no longer be added to the game for all players again. seeing a reddit post regarding the wheel of doom and out of pure
curiosity, I wanted to look into the wheel of doom and see if there was anything out of the ordinary with the system, as most people on the discord of r/aqw are fighting about rigged bets and the like, from which I start, a big cry to my friend for getting a betting quest to start with. I can only assume that it was received just like all the other
quests with their stakes leaked. bids, filtering, and more information can be found at pastebin below. e: also a horrible mockup pie chart of the reward distribution if you care about it if you're on mobile and don't feel like switching sites, I've also formatted the list for Reddit belowYou may also receive, at random:Fluid Chaos's Sword -
95%Alchemist's War Repeater - 95%Thin Guy - 70%Sword of the Forsaken - 95%Jouster - 15%Jouster Helm - 10%Underworld Dagger of Courage - 90%Underworld Dagger - 95%Underworld Hammer of Judgement - 90%Underworld Hammer - 90%Underworld Sword of Loyalty - 90%Underworld Sword - 95%Doom Naval Commander -
2%Doom Wyrm Wings +5 - 10%Doom Wings of the Abyss - 20%Doom Wings of Ishtar - 70%Begemmed Blade - 95%Doom Celestial Sandknight - 2%Doom Rotting Naval Commander - 2%Doom Shiden Bardiche - 2%Doom Pirate Captain - 1%Doom Red Star Sword - 2%Doom Toga - 2%Doom Pirate Captain's Elegance - 2%Doom
Celestial Sandwings - 2%Doom Celestial Sandsword - 2%Doom ExoKatana Binsoku - 2%Doom Souleater Warrior - 2%Doom Iced Jester - 2%Doom Iced Foule-Bordeaux - 2%Doom Soul Ripper 2%Doom Star Slasher - 2%Doom Phoenix Blade - 10%Doom Blade of Awe - 1%Chaos Doom Robe - 45%Chaos Doom Helm - 20%Doom
Lycan Armor - 50%Doom Lycan Wings - 50%Doom Lycan Mask - 20%Doom Genie - 5%Doom Genie Face - 5%Doom Rocket Pack - 5% Doom Загибель титана Дробарка - 10%Desoloth's Doom - 10%Doom Trislayer - 65%Doom Trislayer Helm - 55%Trislayer Лезо загибелі +5 - 10%Doom Ninja Warrior - 50%Doom Rook - 10%Doom
Rook Great Helm - 10%Doom Shadowscythe Mecha - 20%Загибель павук ноги - 20%Загибель Карма Армія - 75%Загибель Царство Опікун - 50%Загибель Царство Опікун Хельм - 50%Загибель Мужність Моглін - 20%Жовтий Загибель Моглін - 10%Doom Zealith Reaver - 10%Doom Фідіан Лезо - 95%Doom Lycan
Трансформація - 2%Doom Вампір Перетворення - 2%Doom Призматична композитор Броня - 2%Doom Rotting Капітанський капелюх - 2%Doom Небесний Сандгельм - 2%Doom Божевілля хаосу - 85%Doom Lilith Katana +5 - 75%Doom O-dokuro Blade +5 - 65%Doom Creeper Leg - 95% Doom Dragon Blade - 85%Doom
Dragon Club - 80%Doom Dynamite - 90%DOOMing Вилка - 70% Doom Brothers Hat - 95%Альфа DOOMmega - 45% Кинджали Forsaken - 90%Polearm of the Forsaken - 90% Тонка голова гая - 90% Скіпетр ворожіння - 95% Кинджали персони - 95%Подвійні мечі персони - 95% Подвійні леза Forsaken - 95% Гаргантуан Голем
Морф - 95% Подвійні ретранслятори алхіміка - 95% Опхідіан Dragon Morph - 95% Персонал Бореа - 80% Гнів Юви - 95% Лезо гори - 75% Королівський Бродсворд - 80% Дворянська булава - 90% Дворяни Cinquedea - 80%Заморожений пожежний персонал - 25%Заморожений вогонь Спис - 35%Заморожений вогонь
кинджала - 45%Cagnazzo Плюшеві - 50%Крила Ciratto - 50%Колесо долі - 1%Doom Золотий сотник Командир Хельм- 1%Doom Золотий сотник Хельм - 1%Золота загибель Центуріон Меч - 1% %Doom Exosuit Binoku - 1%Doom ExoSuit Binsoku Helm - 1%Doom ExoDagger Binsoku - 1%Doom Shielded Centurion Armor -
1%Doom Золота сотник Броня - 1%Обсидіан Вбивця - 70% Обсидіан Вбивця Шолом - 70%Легіон Обсидіан Вбивця - 70% Легіон Обсидіан Вбивця Шолом - 70%Гірський вимикач - 35%Pinnacle Spear - 35%Summit Shield Cape - 35%Гірський вимикач замки - 35%Гірський вимикач Helm - 35%Хаос Гірський вимикач -
60%Хаос Pinnacle Spear - 60% Хаос Саміт Щит Мис - 60%Хаос Гірський вимикач замки - 60%Хаос Гірський вимикач - 60%Shadow Dragon Morph - 25%Shadow Dragon Morph Head - 25%Shadow Dragon Morph Wings - 25%Prismatic Dragon Morph - 15%Prismatic Dragon Morph Head - 15%Prismatic Dragon Morph Wings -
15%Darkovian Noble - 20%Darkovian Noble Hair - 20%Darkovian Noble Shag - 20%Darkovian Noble's Blade + Cape - 20%Bloodlust Dirk - 20%Sanguine Spiral Stiletto - 20%Royal Vampire Rapier - 20%Даркоївські благородні кинджали - 20% Епічний елемент подарованого Awesomeness - 0,1%Sanguine Shield - 5 0%Безплідне
волосся - 50% Сангвінік Faceplate - 50% Крила Сангвінічного щита - 50% Лезо кровопролиття - 50% Лезо BloodShield - 50% Формальний щит Сангвіні - 50% Сангвіні щит - 50% Cyber Samurai - 45% Cyber Samurai - 45% Cyber Samurai Cyber Samurai - 55%Cyber Samurai Mask - 55%Cyber Samurai Trump - 55%Cyber Samurai
Rear Blade - 75% Cyber Samurai Blade - 65%Cyber Samurai Katana - 65%Cyber Samurai Katanas - 65% are 150 points in total, and as I quote from my pastebin link, supposedly works on the basis of fixed drop rates rather than subgroups of fixed rarity. The only eye thing as some elements in particular cyber samurai set pieces all have



different percentages of the set but are in the same category of rarity. I think that's what they intended when they stated that epic drops of rarity are set at about 20%+.whatever, do what you'll be with that information. I don't really know how the rewards system specifically works, how fares work, etc. my assumption is that it seems rare
items will be much harder to obtain given the large pool of rewards common and unusual items. but it may just be I dumbPage 2 2
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